Integrated Bedding Cover Technology Patents Available for Sale or License on the Ocean Tomo Bid-Ask™ Market

*Patent portfolio auction of US patents and open application related to an integrated bedding cover technology are available for sale or license on the Ocean Tomo Bid-Ask™ Market.*

CHICAGO (PRWEB) February 01, 2019 -- Ocean Tomo Transactions, LLC will auction a portfolio of US patents and an open application for technologies related to an integrated bedding system. The patent assets relate to a system and method for joining a detachable fabric bed sheet to a duvet or comforter cover using one or more corresponding fastening or temporary joining mechanisms located on the cover and the fabric bed sheet. The innovative bedding system creates a multi-layering effect as well as serving to align the bed sheet and comforter or duvet during sleep and make up of the bed.

This innovative bedding system technology disclosed in the patents and open application in lot 86 alleviates sheet tangles during sleep, facilitates quick and easy making of the bed and keeps the cover clean thereby reducing the frequency of needed cleaning.

“Consumers want products that both simplify their lives and saves them time,” says Emily Stinchcomb, the inventor of the patents in Lot 86. “Our technology is a truly innovative solution to how bedding functions. Not only is it ultra-comfortable, it’s incredibly easy to make – saving time every day and delivering the perfectly made bed every time.”

The patents and open applications available at auction for purchase or license through the Ocean Tomo Bid-Ask™ Market, would be of interest to textile companies including bedding manufacturers, linen companies, bed sheet startups, mattress retailers including direct-to-consumer mattress companies. Other companies benefiting this innovative technology would include hospital and nursing home linen service companies.

To request bidder credentials or for further information on this auction or other auctions on the [Ocean Tomo Bid-Ask™ Market](mailto:Layna@OTI.com), contact Layna Guo at Layna@OTI.com or 1-312-327-8179.

About the Ocean Tomo Bid-Ask™ Market

The Ocean Tomo Bid-Ask Market is an open on-line platform to buy and sell patents. This market is an important step forward, both as a simplified solution for patent transactions as well as a source of information on patent pricing. The Ocean Tomo Bid-Ask Market uniquely combines the efficiency of an online platform with an experienced team of brokers fluent in both English and Mandarin. The market uses standard transaction documents and is open, transparent and free to view.
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Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.